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Abstract: We present a comprehensive, detailed review of time-series data analysis, with emphasis on
deep time-series clustering (DTSC), and a case study in the context of movement behavior clustering
utilizing the deep clustering method. Specifically, we modified the DCAE architectures to suit timeseries data at the time of our prior deep clustering work. Lately, several works have been carried out
on deep clustering of time-series data. We also review these works and identify state-of-the-art, as
well as present an outlook on this important field of DTSC from five important perspectives.
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Recent advances in time-series clustering have shown great success in a range of fields,
including networks and systems, meteorology, social media, behavior analysis, trajectory
data, biological science, and finance. Extracting useful structures from large volumes of data
requires interdisciplinary research involving several domains such as statistics, machine
learning, data visualization, pattern recognition, and high-performance computing [1].
Despite the progress made in time-series data clustering, the presence of noise, high
dimensionality, and high feature correlation pose challenges in designing effective and
efficient clustering algorithms. Traditional algorithms display limited performance with
the increase in data dimensionality. Variants of deep learning methods have shown a robust
ability in representation learning, finding the most success in supervised learning. We
developed deep learning-based methods for clustering analysis based on deep learning’s
ability to deliver high-level representations from data. We have proposed deep cluster,
a clustering approach embedded in a deep convolutional auto-encoder (DCAE), consisting
of clustering and reconstruction objective functions. Its results on different datasets have
shown the ability of deep clustering models to substantially outperform other methods in
terms of clustering quality. We published this work in ICIP 2018 [2]. At that time, we also
applied these deep clustering methods to time-series data in the experiment reported here.
Specifically, we modified the DCAE architectures to suit time-series data; see Section 5 for
details. Since 2018, several works have been reported on deep clustering of time-series
data. We also review these works in this paper and identify the state-of-the-art and present
an outlook on this important field of deep time-series clustering (DTSC).
The paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 describes the methodology used
to collect related research papers and the scope of the literature. A detailed review of
conventional time-series analysis is provided in Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce the
use of DTSC and its methodology to learn and cluster temporal features from time-series
data, discussing its challenges, opportunities, and future directions. Finally, concluding
remarks and summary are provided in Section 7.
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2. Methodology
2.1. Review Search Methodology
A variety of concepts and methods are involved in clustering time-series data. Our
search methodology was to collect, study and analyze many papers in the field of timeseries analysis. In our search of the literature, we started by looking at each individual
journal and conference in the relevant communities. We performed a keyword search,
e.g., ‘time-series data’, ‘similarity measures’, ‘feature extraction’, ‘clustering’, ‘deep neural
network’, or ‘deep learning’.
2.2. Review Scope
To fulfill the scope of our survey, we have selected papers that focus on time-series
data and clustering algorithms. We found and collected many papers to include in our
review of deep time-series clustering. We pay attention to time series similarity measures
and feature extraction, clustering algorithms, and deep time-series clustering.
2.3. Review Structure
Figure 1 shows the review framework, which is derived from the main process of the
survey methods. We start with time series data structures, where we provide a general
classification for time series data. All data structures, as described in Section 3, refer to
the main definition of time series data, and this section answers questions such as how
time series data structures are different, along with providing some examples of this kind
of data.

Figure 1. The review framework of both conventional and deep time-series clustering.

Section 4 reviews the conventional time series analysis. In Section 4.1, we discuss
similarity measures and feature extraction, which are important for time series data as,
usually, the quality of analysis techniques (such as conventional clustering) are significantly
influenced by its selection. Moreover, in this section, we show how these techniques,
along with clustering techniques, have been adapted to gain knowledge from the data.
In Section 4.2, we provide a comprehensive explanation for popular conventional clustering
algorithms that have been used in the surveyed papers and how they are used with time
series data.
In Section 5, we introduce the use of deep clustering methodology to learn and cluster
temporal features from accelerometer data for the clustering of animal behaviors, applying
the deep clustering method to real-world data; namely, the Imperial Cormorant bird dataset
(ICBD) from the Biosciences department at Swansea University. Other recent works are
subsequently discussed in Section 6, describing the challenges of DTSC, opportunities,
and future directions.
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3. Time-Series Data Types
Time-series data is an umbrella term for many different data with an associated time
component. It is defined as an ordered collection of observations or sequences of data points
made over time, usually at uniform time intervals. In order to understand the complexity
of time-series and explore the underlying processes, the processing and analysis of such
data require particular supporting tasks and methods. Here, we classify time-series data
into four categories, subsumed under the concepts of univariate, multivariate, tensor fields,
and multifields. Hotz et al. [3] discuss the complex structure of scientific data and provide
a clear definition of a multifield. The four types, or categories, are generalized to include
many related subtypes of time-series data in order to achieve a comprehensive classification
for said data.
3.1. Univariate
The univariate time-series is a sequence that contains only one data value per temporal primitive [1,4]. It is a field of a single variable captured or observed through time.
The temperature in a city spanning a period of time is a clear example of this type of data.
3.2. Multivariate
Multivariate time-series is a set of time-series that have the same timestamps [1,4].
This type of time-series data is an array of variables or numbers at each point in time and
can be a collection of multiple univariates captured through time, such as temperature and
pressure readings, or associative multivariate, such as 3D acceleration measured from a
tri-axial accelerometer, where each component of the multivariate has the same units and
sensor source. As time-series data is an ordered collection of observations or a sequence of
data points made over time, this special type of multivariate time-series data is relevant in
many fields including biology, medicine, finance and animation. Multivariate time-series
data have been used in manufacturing systems and predictive maintenance [5,6]. Timeseries data obtained from gene expression measurement [7–9], for instance, can be used by
biologists to understand the correlation between types of genes, analyze gene interactions,
and compare regulatory behaviors for genes of interest. Medical experts also utilize timeseries data from blood pressure measurements [10] to understand and deal with cases such
as monitoring illness progression, and understanding ecological and behavioral processes
related to a disease, which may lead to improved diagnoses. Furthermore, time-series
data such as that obtained from sampled transactions over a period of time [11–13], stock
markets [14,15], and international financial markets [16,17] can be used in the financial
field and are analyzed to understand and forecast market conditions. It is useful to find
correlations between the data and test hypotheses about the market, as this helps in
making correct decisions at the appropriate time under changing business and economic
circumstances. A multivariate can also present time-series data obtained from various
data sets including metadata, e.g., patient records [18,19], employment records [20,21],
and social networks [22].
3.3. Tensor Fields
These comprise an array of data arranged on a regular grid with a variable number
of axes [23]. They can be described as a quantity associated with each point in space-time
and have also been extended to functions or distributions linked to points in space-time [3].
Dealing with spatio-temporal data, this type of time-series data is generalized to include
many related subtypes: time-series of graphs and networks, time-series of spatial positions
of moving objects, and time-series of spatial configurations/distributions.
3.3.1. Time-Series of Graph and Network
Time-series data in the form of networks consist of associated attributes such as nodes
and edges that reflect different kinds of behavior over time. Node or edge attributes of
dynamic graphs can be introduced as time-series. This kind of time-series data helps with
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understanding different temporal patterns and evaluation of the network dynamics in
general [24–28]. For example, a computer typically consists of a large number of sensors
that produce massive quantities of time-series data, such as CPU load, memory usage,
network load, and data center chiller sensor. Anaylsis and visualization approaches exist
that help to improve the understanding of how machines are used in practice and analyze
the performance and behaviors of such systems [29–35]. Indeed, analyzing this data can
help users and experts understand and evaluate the network dynamics.
3.3.2. Time-Series of Spatial Positions of Moving Objects
Spatial positions of moving objects data with an associated time component classifies
as trajectory data. It presents different places over time, providing a clear idea of spatiotemporal changes. The process and analysis of time-series data are important procedures
for understanding the characteristics of the data and obtaining meaningful statistics, which
aid the exploration of the underlying processes, analysis, tracking, and representation of
this type of data in order to understand and recognize the mobility of a diverse array of
moving objects, such as vehicles [36–43], and aircraft [38,39], which aid path discovery,
movement analysis, and location prediction.
3.3.3. Time-Series of Spatial Configurations and Distributions
Being able to extract useful insights from time-series of spatial distributions and configurations has become increasingly important due to significant growth in data science
and rapid advancement in many technologies. In our research, we consider discovering
behavioral patterns and finding interesting events that might take place in certain municipalities [44] and public or business sectors as spatial configurations and distributions. This
identification of regular configurations and distributions over time is represented by a total
number of events and behaviors extracted from a chosen spatial scale. Personal mobility
behaviors and movement patterns [45–53], behaviors of animals [54,55], pattern changes in
climate (weather) and the ozone layer [53,56–62], and behavior capture data made through
time at often uniform time intervals [63–68] can be regarded as instances of this type of
data that take place in specific spatial identification.
3.4. Multifield
This kind of data, defined as a set of fields, provides enough flexibility to capture
most types of compound datasets that occur in practice [3]. Combining multiple modality
sensors such as gyroscopes, magnetometers and accelerometers with other environmental
sensors is an example of this data type.
4. Conventional Time-Series Analysis
For time-series data, the presence of noise, high dimensionality, and high feature
correlation pose challenges for designing effective and efficient clustering algorithms
compared to data without a temporal component [1,69]. Analyzing time-series data is
nontrivial and can even vary over time due to complex interrelations between time-series
variables. Xing et al. [70] describe three significant challenges for time-series analysis. First,
many methods can only take input data as a vector of features. Unfortunately, there are
no explicit features in sequence data. Second, feature selection is not easy because the
dimensionality of the feature space can be high and computation can be costly. Third, since
there are no explicit features in the raw data, building a partitioning task is burdensome in
some applications. Therefore, efficiently handling the raw data in time-series is difficult
without using similarity measures and feature extraction to reduce dimensionality and
provide representative features of such data. These challenges led to the conventional
time-series analysis pipeline, which consists of three different perspectives, these being
time-series data, similarity measures and feature extraction, and time-series clustering (see
Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The pipeline of conventional time-series analysis.

4.1. Similarity Measures and Feature Extraction
Large time-series data require adequate pre-processing to gain an appropriate approximation of the underlying data representation. The aim is to generate a higher-level
abstraction that represents the data while preserving the shape characteristics of the original data during dimensionality reduction. There are several dimensionality reduction
techniques specifically designed for time-series that exploit the frequential content of the
signal and its usual sparseness in the frequency space [71]. In general terms, choosing a
distance measure is important and assists in dealing with outliers, amplitude differences,
and time axis distortion. Furthermore, selecting important features in the data requires
sufficient communication of knowledge from domain experts. Thus, the quality of clustering approaches is significantly affected by the choice of similarity measures and feature
extraction techniques to obtain the relevant knowledge from the data.
Computing the similarity between two data objects is considered one of the main
differences between clustering of temporal and non-temporal data [72,73]. The unique characteristics of time-series data such as noise, including outliers and shifts, and the varying
length of time-series has made similarity measures one of the main challenges for clustering
of time-series data [74]. The greatest challenge lies in replacing the distance/similarity
measure for static data with a suitable one for time-series data, because it may be scaled and
translated differently on both the temporal and behavioral dimensions [69,75]. Therefore,
modifying distance functions to suit the characteristics of time-series data has become
essential when developing a clustering method for time-series data. Batóg et al. [76] applied cluster analysis to identify the level of business activity convergence, based on an
adaptive dissimilarity index covering both proximity on values and on behavior, Euclidean
distance and concordance measure. They used two measures of similarity of time series:
the first-order temporal correlation coefficient and Euclidean distance for standardized
values. Petitjean et al. [77] also introduced a kDBA method that combines k-means and
dynamic time warping for better alignment. Moreover, Yang et al. [78] presented the
K-Spectral Centroid (K-SC) method, using an invariant similarity metric to reveal the
temporal dynamics. Lastly, Paparrizos et al. [79] developed a k-Shape method whereby
the shapes of the time-series are considered by applying cross-correlation measures. However, these methods are usually sensitive to noise and outliers because all time points are
considered [80].
The quality of clustering methods is significantly affected by the choice of feature
extraction technique. Guo et al. [81] proposed a feature-based approach to time-series
clustering by applying independent component analysis to convert the raw time-series
into a lower-dimensional feature vector and then further applying k-means clustering on
the extracted features. In addition, Zakaria et al. [82] employed u-shapelet algorithms
to learn local patterns in a time-series, as they are highly predictive when performing
clustering. Popescu [83] used some statistical models such as ARIMA to analyze and
forecast road traffic accidents. They stated that ARIMA models and the attractive features
of the Box–Jenkins approach can provide an adequate description of the time-series data
and can provide answers to relevant questions about the data. Other recent advances in
feature extraction have efficiently supported clustering tasks, where linear [84–87] and nonlinear [88–91] methods have been adopted to transform the original time-series data into
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representative features, allowing unsupervised clustering methods to deal with features
instead of raw data.
The below discussion about the types of methods provides a review of popular
similarity measures and feature extraction techniques along with works that have been
adopted in time-series data mining.
4.1.1. Raw Data Similarity
Most mining approaches utilize the concept of the similarity between a pair of timeseries. Similarity measures must be chosen when dealing with time-series data in order
to take into account outliers, different amplitude, and time axis distortion. When dealing
with time-series data, efficiency and effectiveness are the main targets of representation
methods and similarity measures [92]. Tornai et al. [93] argue that the distance between two
sequences as a measurement plays an important role in the quality of clustering algorithms.
The accuracy of such algorithms can be significantly impacted by the choice of similarity
measures. Yahyaoui et al. [94] and Wang et al. [92] presented a comprehensive review
of time-series measures, classifying them into four major categories: lock-step measures
(e.g., Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance), elastic measures (e.g., longest common
subsequence (LCS) and dynamic time warping (DTW)), pattern-based measures (e.g.,
spatial assembling distance (SpADe)), and threshold-based measures (e.g., threshold query
based similarity search (TQuEST)). The types of methods, discussed below, are intended to
provide a review of popular similarity measures.
Euclidean distance (ED): is a commonly used metric for time-series. It is defined
between two time-series X and Y having length L; therefore, the Euclidean distance, between each pair of corresponding points X and Y, is the square root of the sum of the
squared differences [95]. Thus, the two time-series being compared must have the same
length, and the computational cost is linear in terms of temporal sequence length [96].
Along the horizontal axis, the distance between the two time-series is calculated by matching the corresponding points [97]. The Euclidean distance metric is very sensitive to
distortion and noise [70], and is not able to handle one of the elements being compressed or
stretched [55]. This approach is therefore unreliable, especially when computing similarity
between time-series with different time durations [98].
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW): is proposed to overcome some Euclidean distance
limitations such as non-linear distortions. In DTW, the two time-series do not have to
be the same length, and the idea is to align (warp) the series before computing the distance [70]. However, two temporal points with completely different local structures might
be mistakenly matched by DTW. This issue can be addressed by improving the alignment
algorithm, e.g., shape dynamic time warping which considers point-wise local structural
information [99].
Due to its quadratic time complexity, DTW does not scale well when dealing with
large datasets. Despite this, it is widely used in various applications, such as in bioinformatics, finance and medicine [100]. DTW has several local constraints, namely boundary,
monotonicity and continuity constraints [98]. Common misunderstandings about DTW
include conceptions that it is too slow to be useful and that the warping window size does
not matter much; Wang et al. [92] and Mueen et al. [101] have attempted to correct these
notions. Kotas et al. [102] have reformulated the matrix of the alignment costs, which
led to a major increase in the noise reduction capability. Other surveys review distance
measures such as Euclidean Distance (ED) [103], Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [104,105],
and distance based on Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) [92,106].
Correlation: is a mathematical operation widely used to describe how two or more
variables fluctuate together. Different types of correlation can be found by considering
the level of measurement for each variable. Distance correlation can be used as a distance
measure between two variables that are not necessarily of equal dimension. In timeseries data, it is used to detect a known waveform in random noise. Unlike DTW and
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LCS, correlation also offers a linear complexity frequency space implementation in signal
processing [55,107].
Cross-correlation: is the correlation between two signals that shape a new signal,
and its peaks can indicate the similarity between the original signals; it is used as a distance
metric [74]. However, cross-correlation can be carried out more efficiently in the frequency
domain [55,87,107]. Autocorrelation occurs when the signal is correlated with itself, which
is useful for finding repeating patterns [55]. Cross-correlation might be a slow operation in
time-series space, but it corresponds to point-wise multiplication in frequency space [55].
It is also considered the best distance measure to detect a known waveform in random
noise [55]. When processing the signal, the correlation has a linear complexity frequency
space implementation [55,87], which cannot be achieved by DTW.
4.1.2. Features Extraction
Feature extraction is a form of dimension reduction which helps to lower the computational cost of dealing with high-dimensional data and achieve higher accuracy of
clustering [108]. Matching features from time-series data, should be extracted before applying learning algorithms to the vector of extracted features. Several feature-based techniques
have been proposed to represent features with low dimensionality for time-series data.
Wang et al. [92] list several methods for reducing time-series dimensionality as feature
extraction; including Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT),
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Single Value Decomposition (SVD), Adaptive Piecewise
Constant Approximation (APCA), Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA), Chebyshev
polynomials (CHEB), and Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), as an eigenvalue method, is a technique that
transforms the original time-series data into low-dimensional features. As a feature extraction method, PCA is effectively applied to time-series data [109–112]. It transforms
data into a new set of variables whose elements are mutually uncorrelated, thus learning
a representation of data that has lower dimensionality than the original input. PCA is a
linear dimensionality reduction technique, and has been used as an effective dimensionality reduction method that eliminates the least significant information in the data and
preserves the most significant. The papers [13,26,42,56,59,63,68,113] use PCA to reduce
high-dimensional data and analyze the similarity of time-series data.
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS): is a very popular non-linear dimensionality reduction technique that is useful for effectively representing high-dimensionality data in lower
dimensional space [8,20,26,28,29,35,50,53,56]. It struggles, however, to separate k-means
clusters [56]. Jeong et al. [8] use MDS to gain a better understanding of gene interactions
and regulatory behaviors. Thus, two different MDS representations are considered with
respect to time-series data. One shows local differences among genes in the same cluster
group, while the other shows global differences among all genes in all the clusters. It is also
used to reveal the distributions of the time-series data, helping to understand the relations
among time-series [20].
K-grams: Transforming time-series data into a set of features cannot fully capture the
sequential nature of series. K-gram is an example of a feature-based technique that aims to
maintain the order of elements in series using short sequence segments of k consecutive
symbols [94]. K-grams [114] represent a feature vector of symbolic sequences of K-grams
in time-series data. Given a set of K-grams, this feature vector can represent the frequency
of the K-grams (i.e., how often a K-gram appears in a sequence).
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT): is one of the most common transformation methods [115]. It has been used to transform original time-series data into low-dimensionality
time-frequency characteristics and index them to obtain an effective similarity search [116].
DFT is used to perform dimensionality reduction and extract features into an index used
for similarity searching. This technique is continually under improvement and some of its
limitations have been overcome [103,117,118].
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Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT): has also been used as a technique to transform
original time-series and obtain low-dimensional features that efficiently represent the original time-series data [93,119]. Chan et al. [120] use Haar Wavelet Transform for time-series
indexing, which shows the technique’s effectiveness with regard to the decomposition
and reconstruction of time-series. With a large set of time-series data, analysis tasks face
certain challenges in defining matching features; therefore, taking advantage of wavelet
decomposition to reduce the dimensionality of data is beneficial [121]. The analysis task
can be accurately performed utilizing the discrete wavelet transform technique [122].
Shapelets: Discretization is often required when applying feature-extraction techniques in time-series data, but it can cause information loss [70]. To address this, Ye et al. [123]
introduce time-series shapelets, which can be directly applied to time-series. This technique
is based on comparing the subsection of shapes (shapelets) instead of comparing the whole
time-series sequences to measure the similarity. A binary decision maker decides whether
each new sequence belongs to a class or not. The shapelet classifier has some limitations
with a multi-class problem, and to overcome this issue, Ye et al. [123] use the shapelet
classifier as a decision tree. Xing et al. [124] show that early classification can be efficiently
achieved by extracting the local shapelets features.
4.2. Conventional Clustering Algorithms
Clustering is widely used as an unsupervised learning method. The aim of time-series
clustering is to define a grouped structure of similar objects in unlabeled data based on their
similar features. Due to the unique structure of time-series data (e.g., high dimensionality,
noise, and high feature correlation), clustering time-series differs from traditional clustering,
consequently, several algorithms have been improved to deal with time-series. Most works
involving the clustering of time-series can be classified into three categories [74]. The first
is whole time-series clustering, where a set of individual time-series is given and the aim
is to group similar time-series into clusters with respect to their similarity. The second is
subsequence clustering, which involves dividing the time-series data at certain intervals
using a sliding window technique to perform clustering on the extracted subsequences of
a time-series. The third category is a clustering of time points based on a consolidation
of their temporal proximity and the similarity of the corresponding values. Some points
might not assign to any clusters and are deemed as noise. Our review paper [125] provided
a detailed review of popular clustering algorithms. The discussion about various types of
methods discussed below aims to review clustering algorithms used for time-series data.
4.2.1. Partitioning Methods
Partitioning methods are described as the process of partitioning unlabeled data into
K groups. K-means [126] , K-medoids (PAM) [127], Fuzzy C-means [128,129], and Fuzzy
C-medoids [130] are the most popular algorithms for partitioning clustering. K-means has
been used to cluster time-series data, achieving efficient clustering results due to its speed,
simplicity, ease of implementation, and the possibility to assign the desired amount of clusters [15,131]. The K-medoids or PAM (partition around medoids) algorithm is often used
alongside the DTW distance measure to cluster time-series data [132]. Andrienko et al. [41]
used K-medoids as a clustering algorithm, which could be better suited than K-means, as it
uses medoids instead of means. However, it still has the same issues as k-means, where
the number of clusters must be known in advance. Unsupervised partitioning has been
shown to be as efficient at providing good clustering accuracy for time-series clustering.
Several partitioning clustering approaches (e.g., k-means [81,131–134], K-medoids [135],
Fuzzy C-means [136,137], and Fuzzy C-medoids [138]) have been used to achieve efficient
clustering results for sequences of time-series data.
4.2.2. Hierarchical Methods
Hierarchical clustering defines a tree structure for unlabeled data by aggregating data
samples into a tree of clusters. This method does not assume a value of K, unlike k-means
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clustering. There are two main kinds of hierarchical clustering methods—agglomerative
(bottom-up) and divisive (top-down) [74,139]. The hierarchical method is applied to
determine the order of time-series data [11,113]. Wijk et al. [140] conducted pioneering work
in which they use a bottom-up hierarchical clustering approach to identify common and
uncommon subsequences that occur in large time-series. Battke et al. [7] overcame the issue
of hierarchical clustering speed for large time-series datasets by implementing the rapid
neighbor-joining algorithm [141]. Alkhushayni et al. [142] also looked at how to analyze
homology cluster groups utilizing agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms and
methods. The aim was to find out which cluster’s method is proper for a given numerical
dataset. They attempted to find the agglomerative hierarchical clustering method by testing
the data that will be the optimal clustering algorithm among these three: K-Means, PAM,
and Random Forest methods. They found that K-Means methods are the most effective
when dealing with numerical variables, while PAM clustering and Gower with Random
Forest are the most useful approaches when utilizing categorical variables.
4.2.3. Model Based Methods
A self-organizing map (SOM), a model-based method developed by Kohonen [143],
is a specific type of neural network (NN) used for model-based clustering. SOM has
been used to analyze temporal data and is utilized for pattern discovery in temporal
data [7,16,17,42,51,63,144]. The introduction of Recurrent SOM [145] and Recursive
SOM [146] has enhanced SOM for mapping time-series data [147]. Fuet et al. [148] use
self-organizing maps to gather similar temporal patterns into clusters. A continuous sliding
window is used to segment data sequences from numerical time-series before applying the
SOM algorithm. SOM is also used in [149] to cluster time-series features. Many works on
clustering have chosen SOM due to its advantages with regard to certain properties such
as parameter selection and data analysis. However, one of its main disadvantages is that it
does not work perfectly with time-series of unequal length, as it is difficult to define the
dimension of weight vectors [72].
4.2.4. Density-Based Methods
In density-based clustering, the cluster continues to expand if the density of a set
of points with its neighbors is closely packed together, and the cluster is separated by
subspaces where points have low density. Density-based clustering for time-series data
has some advantages; it is a fast algorithm that does not require pre-setting the number
of clusters, is able to detect arbitrarily shaped clusters as well as outliers, and uses easily
comprehensible parameters such as spatial closeness [50]. Although density-based clustering entails some complexity, many time-series clustering algorithms have adopted this
method [7,14,20,29,36,38,39,41,43,45,46,49,50,61].
5. Deep Clustering Method Applied to Biological Time-Series Data: A Case Study
The process of time-series clustering is accompanied by several difficulties and challenges, such as feature representations at different time scales, and distortion by highfrequency perturbations and random noise in time-series data [150]. Time-series data
has also shown considerable diversity in relevant features and properties, dimensionality,
and temporal scales [151]. To overcome these challenges, a deep learning method can be
designed to disentangle the data manifolds and allow a clustering method to deal with
learned features instead of raw data. Traditional clustering algorithms tend to attain limited
performance as dimensionality increases. Dealing with high-level representation provides
benefits that support the achievement of clustering tasks. Deep clustering allows a deep
neural network to extract similar patterns in lower-dimensional space and find idealistic
representative centers for distributed data. Efforts have been made in the field of computer
vision in developing deep clustering methods for image datasets. Deep auto-encoders
(DAEs) and deep convolutional auto-encoders (DCAEs) are unsupervised models. These
models have been exploited for clustering, where features learned through deep networks
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provide an abstracted latent representation used for clustering analysis. The previous
works can be categorized into four different categories, summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Deep Clustering Methods. Separated clustering consists of two main steps, where they
extract latent features for given data and then perform clustering on the learned representations.
Embedded clustering methods have embedded a clustering algorithm into deep neural networks,
where feature representations and clustering assignments are simultaneously learned, applying a
joint loss function.
Method

Separated Clustering

Embedded Clustering

DAE

Tian et al. [152],
Huang et al. [153]

Song et al. [154],
Xie et al. [155]

DCAE

Li et al. [156], Guo et al. [157]

Alqahtani et al. [2,158]

Deep clustering [2] is an unsupervised clustering method that simultaneously captures representative features and the relationships among images. The goal is to learn
feature representations and cluster assignments simultaneously, employing the strength of
DCAE to learn high-level features. Two objective functions were integrated together: one
minimizes the distance between features and their corresponding cluster centers, while the
other minimizes the reconstruction error of the DCAE, defined as follows:
min
W,b

1
N

N

∑

k xn − x̂n k2 + λ ·

n =1

1
N

N

∑

k ht ( xn ) − c∗n k2 ,

(1)

n =1

where N denotes the number of samples, x̂ is a reconstructed sample, and x is an original
sample, λ controls the contribution of the clustering cost function, ht (∗) is the internal
representation obtained by the encoder mapping at the tth iteration, xn is the nth sample
in the dataset, and c∗n is the assigned cluster center to the nth sample. During optimization,
all data representations are assigned to their new ideal cluster centers, after which the
cluster centers are updated iteratively, allowing the model to achieve stable clustering
performance. The defined clustering objective, as well as the reconstruction objective,
are simultaneously used to update the parameters of the transforming network. DCAE
might be well-suited to time-series data because it captures the time-series’ shape and
allows local shift-invariance. This section applies what was proposed in [2] to real-world
time-series data; namely, the Imperial Cormorant bird dataset (ICBD) from the Biosciences
department at Swansea University [159,160]. The experimental architectures of DAE and
DCAE (Section 5.1) will be discussed and the Imperial Cormorant Birds Dataset (ICBD)
described before the preparation of time-series data is highlighted (Section 5.2), and our
experimental results outlined (Section 5.3).
5.1. Network Architectures for ICBD
Our method is designed to cluster large time-series data using deep neural networks.
In this section, we introduce our experimental architectures of two types of neural networks:
DAE and 1D-DCAE. Through such deep learning models, we study the impact of learned
features, via fully-connected neural networks or convolutional neural networks, to improve
clustering quality.
5.1.1. Deep Auto-Encoder (DAE)
DAE is an unsupervised model for representation learning. It maps inputs into new
space representations, providing useful features through its encoding procedure. As the
raw data is transformed into a more abstract representation, our embedded clustering
algorithm can deal with the learned features. We built a deep architecture of a series
of signal-processing fully-connected layers for feature extraction, consisting of multiple
fully-connected layers, each composed of a set of linear/nonlinear units.
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The DAE architecture consists of seven fully-connected layers with 30 neurons in
the first layer, 20 neurons in the second layer, and 10 neurons in the third layer. This is
followed by 5 neurons as a result of the encoding part. The decoding part utilizes three
fully-connected layers. The first consists of 10 neurons, the second of 20 neurons, and the
third of 30 neurons. We exploit the learned features via the internal layer and feed it to
a clustering loss function, which minimizes the distance between data points and their
assigned cluster centers, embedding k-means clustering algorithm into the DAE framework.
The detailed configuration of the DAE network architecture used in the experiments is
shown in Figure 3. ReLU is utilized as a standard activation function.

Figure 3. The DAE network architecture for time-series data shown the number of neurons for each
fully-connected layer in both encoder and decoder parts.

5.1.2. 1D-Convolutional Layer for Deep Convolutional Auto-Encoder (1D-DCAE)
In contrast to the DAE model, which uses fully-connected layers, the 1D-DCAE
uses convolutional and deconvolutional layers. The latter is more appropriate with the
multivariate time-series data because it has a high ability to learn a more complex data
projection than the basic dimension reduction techniques [161]. There is no major difference
between 2D-DCAE and 1D-DCAE because CNNs share the same characteristics and
follow the same approach, no matter if it is 1D, 2D, or 3D. The main distinction is the
dimensionality of the input data and how the feature detector (filter) slides across the data.
In the 1D-convolutions, the input and output data are two-dimensional for a filter. In the
encoding parts, convolutional layers are used as feature extractors to learn features by
mapping the data into an internal layer. A latent representation of the nth feature map of
the existing layer is given by the following form:
h n = σ ( x ∗ W n + b n ),

(2)

where W is the filters and b is the corresponding bias of the nth feature map, σ is the
activation function (e.g., sigmoid, ReLU), and ∗ denotes the 1D convolution operation.
In contrast, the deconvolutional layers invert this process and reconstruct the latent
representation back into its original shape; thus, this process maps the obtained features
into values [162] by using the following form:
y = σ( ∑ hn ∗ W̃ n + c),
n∈ H

(3)
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where H denotes the group of latent feature maps, W̃ is the flip operation over both
dimensions of the weights, c is the corresponding bias, σ is the activation function, and ∗
denotes the 1D convolution operation. The difference between convolution operations in
Equations (2) and (3) is that the convolutional layer performs a valid convolution, which
decreases the output size of feature maps, while the deconvolution layer performs a full
convolution, which increases the output size of feature maps [163,164]. In other words,
if x is an m × m image and the filters are n × n, then the valid convolution performs
(m − n + 1) × (m − n + 1) and full convolution performs (m + n − 1) × (m + n − 1).
In our work, all the convolution layers are 1D. The 2D convolutions can be also used
with time-series data. However, we prefer to utilize the 1D-convolutions due to the nature
of time-series data that we deal with in this paper. The data has two-dimensions where the
first dimension is the number of variables such as values of the acceleration in 3 axes and
the other is time-steps. The data usually has a fixed width (the number of variables in a
multivariate time-series) and different lengths (the number of time-steps in the multivariate
time-series). The 1D convolution is very helpful and recommended when dealing with
temporal and sequential datasets [161,165,166]. The 1D convolution is also very effective
when the user desires to get interesting features from shorter passages in the entire dataset,
and the positions of the features in the passage are not highly correlated.
Unlike 2D grid (e.g., image data) input, convolutional layers for time-series data use a
1D grid, so instead of holding raw 2D pixel values, the input of time-series data is multiple
1D subsequences. In this case, multivariate time-series [4] are separated into univariate
ones so that feature learning can be performed for each univariate series. In other words,
the multivariate time-series are considered as input that is fed into the convolutional layers,
learning features through convolution and activation layers. The 1D-convolutional layer
extracts features by applying dot products between transformed waves and a 1D learnable
kernel (filter) [150], computing the output of neurons that are connected to local temporal
regions in the input. This stage is followed by the activation layer, which is used to perform
non-linearity within the networks, allowing for the learning of more complex models [167].
After extracting feature maps from multiple channels, they are fed into other convolutional
layers and then passed as inputs of the fully-connected layer. In the fully-connected layer,
the learned feature representations are fed to the clustering loss function via the internal
layer of DCAE, which embeds a clustering algorithm into the body of a DCAE model.
The architecture of DCAE consists of four 1D-convolutional layers with filter sizes of
10 × 1 with 32 kernels in the first convolutional layer, 64 kernels in the second convolutional
layer, 128 kernels in the third convolutional layer, and 128 kernels in the fourth convolutional layer. This is followed by two fully-connected layers, which have 384 and 5 neurons,
respectively, in the encoding part. In the decoding part, a single fully-connected layer
of 384 neurons is followed by four 1D-deconvolutional layers. The first deconvolutional
layer consists of 128 kernels, the second deconvolutional layer consists of 128 kernels,
the third deconvolutional layer consists of 64 kernels, and the fourth deconvolutional layer
consists of 32 kernels. The detailed configuration of the DCAE network architecture for
the time-series data used in the experiment is presented in Figure 4. ReLU is utilized as a
standard activation function.
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Figure 4. The architecture of the DCAE network for time-series data and detailed configuration in
both encoder and decoder parts.

5.2. Imperial Cormorant Birds Dataset (ICBD) and Pre-Processing
Animal behavior analysis has received considerable attention in this area of interest,
where ’smart’ sensors (i.e., accelerometers) attached to wild animals have revolutionized
biologists’ understanding of their ecology. A tri-axial accelerometer is one preferred source
of quantitative data to identify animal behavior through movement. Biologists widely use
accelerometers as they help them monitor and determine wild animals’ behaviors [168]
in their natural environment over long periods of time. The attachment of a tri-axial
accelerometer provides analyzed data, which allows researchers to investigate an animal’s
movement through identifying its posture and changes in its body velocity [55], revealing
much about its behavior [169]. Directly dealing with multiple sensors at high frequencies
is expensive and requires expert knowledge [168,170]. Previous efforts by biologists have
been made to analyze raw accelerometer data, where Overall Dynamic Body Acceleration
(ODBA) [171] and Vectorial Dynamic Body Acceleration (VeDBA) [172] have been proposed
as surrogate measures for speed. The VeDBA appears more robust than the ODBA because
it provides values closer to the true physical acceleration experienced and copes better than
ODBA with variability in substrate [172]. Therefore, we calculate the VeDBA to derive new
acceleration values from tri-axial accelerometer data using the following form:
VeDBA =

q

DA2x + DA2y + DA2z ,

(4)

where DA2x , DA2y , and DA2z denote the dynamic acceleration values obtained by taking the
absolute values of running means of the raw acceleration values of each of the accelerometer’s 3 axes from the corresponding raw acceleration values.
The Imperial Cormorant bird dataset (ICBD) was provided by biologists from the
Biosciences department at Swansea University. This dataset contains more than 173 K
data points associated with a label from 5 different classes (descent diving, bottom diving,
ascent diving, swimming, and flying). Figure 5 presents the raw accelerometer data.

Figure 5. Line chart of the raw accelerometer data (Multivariate time-series data).
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5.2.1. Feature Scaling
Feature scaling is a data preprocessing technique that is used to set the feature value
range within a similar scale. It is a common preprocessing task in machine learning and
also known as data normalization. This step is important to ensure that each feature’s
contribution is comparable and no one feature dominates others [173]. Additionally, feature
scaling is a substantial step during the preprocessing of data before using machine learning
algorithms [174]. Another advantage of feature scaling is that it can sometimes assist in
speeding up the convergence of the algorithm because it aids in balancing out the rate at
which the weights connected to the input nodes learn [175,176].
In our approach, rescaling is employed to set all features into the range [0, 1]. Thus,
the largest value for each attribute is 1 and the smallest value is 0 (the maximum (max) and
minimum (min)). The general formula is given as:
0

xi =

xi − min( x )
max ( x ) − min( x )

(5)
0

where x is the feature vector, xi is an individual element of feature x, and xi is the rescaled element.
5.2.2. Sliding Window Approach
A sliding window approach was used to segment continuous time-series data into
a set of short segments. It is an appropriate way to deal with temporal data because it
sequentially processes the raw data keeping into account its temporal behavior. Using this
approach divides the data stream into blocks, and it is considered to be a fast segmentation
method where no false dismissal can happen because of the overlapping between windows.
The sliding window technique convolves along the time axis based on two parameters (i.e.,
window size W and stride S, which is the step size of sliding a window). Here, the window
size W is a determined sampling rate. A fixed sliding window of 30 is adopted in our
experiments, and stride S is set to 15. Figure 6a,b present the sliding window approaches
that were used in our experiment. The sliding window approach is applied to two different
categories of time-series data: univariate time-series data (Figure 6a) and multivariate
time-series data (Figure 6b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. The detailed process of the sliding window approach with a window size of 12 and a stride
of 6 are depicted in both cases. (a) univariate time-series data; (b) multivariate time-series data.

5.3. Experiment and Discussion
5.3.1. Experiments Setup
The proposed method was implemented using MatConvNet [177] in Matlab. As a
result of the complexity and variability characteristics of the ICBD dataset, obtaining
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reliable training data normally requires collecting multiple annotations from different
experts and then performing cross-validation on the collected labelings. We performed
5-fold cross-validation on the provided classes, splitting them into 5 equal subsets. In each
evaluation round, each model was trained on 4 folds and tested on the 5th one. This
procedure was repeated for all 5 folds. Both sliding window approaches were applied to
extract subsequences from the folds. Moreover, the VeDBA method was applied to the
raw tri-axial accelerometer data using Equation (4) to obtain univariate time-series data.
Following this, the univariate time-series data was segmented to be used as input data
for the k-means and the DAE framework, while the multivariate time-series data was
segmented to be used as input data for the DCAE.
The model was trained end-to-end in an unsupervised manner, with no pre-training or
fine-tuning procedures involved. All weights were initialized using the Xavier method [178],
biases were set to 0, and the cluster centers were initialized randomly. Stochastic gradient descent with mini-batch was used, where each batch contained 32 random shuffled
instances. Furthermore, an initial learning rate of 0.006 with a momentum of 0.9 and
weight decay of 0.0005 was used. We set λ, the clustering weight-parameter that controls
the loss contribution percentage of clustering error, to 0.1, and the model converged after
100 epochs.
5.3.2. Experimental Results
Evaluation Metrics
To justify our methods, two evaluation approaches are used to compute the cluster
quality: Accuracy (ACC) and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), which distinguish
the clustering results generated by our deep cluster method and the ground truth labels.
1.

Accuracy (ACC): Clustering accuracy is a widely used measurement to evaluate
clustering results. It is computed using obtained clustering results and ground truth
labels by using the following form [179,180]:
Accuracy =

2.

∑in=1 δ(yi , map(ci ))
,
n

(6)

where N is the number of samples, yi denotes ground truth labels, ci is obtained
clusters, δ(y, c) is a function that equals one if y = c and zero otherwise, and map(ci )
is the permutation function that maps obtained cluster labels into their corresponding
ground truth labels.
Normalized Mutual Information (NMI): The NMI is another metric used to measure
clustering quality. It is defined between two random variables as [181]:
N MI ( X; Y ) = p

I ( X; Y )
H ( X ) H (Y )

,

(7)

where X denotes ground truth labels, Y is the obtained cluster, I ( X; Y ) is the mutual
information between X and Y, and H ( X ) and H (Y ) denote the utilized entropy, which
normalize the value of mutual information into [0, 1] range.
Baseline Methods, Results and Analysis
We compared three different methods: k-means, DAE with embedded clustering,
and DCAE with embedded clustering. The results are promising, showing the latent space
encodes sufficient patterns to facilitate accurate clustering of animal behaviors through
movement. Table 2 demonstrates that DCAE with embedded clustering outperforms the
other methods, where 79.40% and 94.36% were achieved on NMI and ACC, respectively. It
also shows the performance of the clustering algorithm in different spaces, i.e., the original
data space and the hidden space learned via non-linear mapping with both DAE and
DCAE. The experimental results of the traditional k-means support our hypothesis that
conventional clustering algorithms attain limited performance as dimensionality increases.
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Within the latent space of AE, the clustering algorithm benefits from the DAE, which
allows it to deal with learned features rather than raw data. With regard to local temporal
information via DCAE, the local salience of the signal shows its ability and allows the
clustering algorithm to perform much better. DCAE allows local capture of the salience
of signals and the obtaining of the specific variance of signals at different scales, which
helps the clustering algorithm deal with the more clustering-friendly representation. It
also shows that univariate representation of data in K-means and DAE lost information
compared with the multivariate analysis in DCAE.
Table 2. Experimental results of clustering quality, reporting averaged performance across 5-fold
cross-validation on three methods on the ICBD.
ACC

MNI

k-means

37.44

19.73

DAE with embedded clustering

78.67

53.63

DCAE with embedded clustering

94.36

79.40

6. State-of-the-Art and Outlook
Since we applied our deep cluster method to time-series data, deep learning-based
clustering methods have become a novel trend and are increasingly adopted in time-series
applications with various designs of deep network architectures and clustering methods
from several application domains. We review these works, identifying state-of-the-art,
and present an outlook on this important field of deep time-series clustering (DTSC)
from five important perspectives. Table 3 presents a classification of the surveyed papers
according to the five perspectives. We believe that the following aspects of DTSC are
worthy of further investigation, and could open up promising research directions.
6.1. Different Network Architectures
Since 2018, DTSC has received particular attention with regards to different kinds
of network achitecture, such as deep auto-encoder (DAE) [182–185], deep convolutional
auto-encoder (DCAE) [186–194], and recurrent neural networks (RNNs), including RNN
auto-encoder (RNN-AE) [195–198] or seq2seq auto-encoder (S2S-AE) [199–201]. DTSC can
be considered to fall into two pipelines (see Figure 7): the sequential multi-step approach
or joint approach. The sequential multi-step approach consists of two main steps (see
Figure 7a); the first step learns efficient representations of the time-series data through
deep networks, while the second step performs clustering on the learned representations.
In the joint approach, learning time-series representation and the clustering process are
integrated into a single network model, allowing the extraction of latent features and
cluster assignments simultaneously (see Figure 7b).
Two significant steps separate the clustering task from representation learning and
feature extraction. Thinsungnoen et al. [182] apply a DAE to learn efficient time-series
representatives, demonstrating that time-series data of ECG signals reveals useful hidden
information. The learned ECG representations are then fed to an agglomerative hierarchical
approach for the clustering process. In the same manner, a DCAE was used to extract latent
features of time-series under the influence of temporal distortion [191], demonstrating that
the learned latent space is suitable for k-means clustering. The DCAE was also utilized
by [192] to map the data of the yearly load profile into a low-dimensionality representative
vector. A k-means clustering algorithm was then carried out based on the learned vectors.
In [187], ECG records also benefit from deep clustering, where a GMM clustering metric is
optimized in the lower-dimensional latent space of DCAE. These techniques are applied to
time segments of continuous wavelet transforms of ECG signal, representing a diversity
of health conditions. A 1D-convolutional layer’s architecture was also adopted for a deep
clustering method [189] to cluster the operating conditions of a system and identify the fault
signals not associated with the new conditions clusters. In addition, Guillaume et al. [190]
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propose 1D-DCAE to learn the features of time-series data, which are used as input to a
K-medoids algorithm to perform clustering.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. The pipelines of deep time-series clustering. (a) Multi-step deep time-series clustering;
(b) Joint deep time-series clustering.

Deep neural networks with embedded clustering have been developed, which simultaneously allow extracting features and clustering assignments within the training process.
Inspired by deep image clustering [155], Sai et al. [186] propose deep temporal clustering
(DTC), which uses DAE as an initialization method to learn feature representations and
indirectly perform clustering. The clustering layer is designed to optimize a Kullback
Leibler (KL) divergence objective to enforce a self-training target distribution. The encoding procedure can control the clustering performance, since the predicted distribution is
estimated based on the learned representations, which are later fed to k-means for clustering. The concept of deep clustering for static image datasets was also transferred to
multivariate time-series data by [188], where 1D-DCAE was utilized to help latent space
clustering. High-dimensional time-series data poses some difficulties when looking to effectively model traffic patterns; thus, deep clustering has been employed to jointly perform
representation learning and clustering of a large unlabeled dataset [202]. Sun et al. [183]
adopted a deep embedded clustering to jointly extract new features and form the clusters
for household load in demand response application. Moreover, Lee and Schaar [197] have
introduced a deep learning approach for clustering time-series data using a method which
consists of several networks: an encoder, a selector, a predictor, and an embedding dictionary. Together, these components provide the cluster assignment and the corresponding
centroid based on a given sequence of observations through optimizing joint loss functions.
This encourages each cluster to have homogeneous future outcomes (e.g., adverse events,
the onset of comorbidities, etc.).
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [203,204] and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [205]
are the most commonly used techniques for time-series analysis tasks, particularly in
supervised learning. However, RNN has recently been exploited for unsupervised clustering. Ienco et al. [195] propose a multivariate time-series clustering method utilizing
RNN in a method that employs a Gated Recurrent Unit [206] to encode time-series data
into a new vector embedding representation, based on which a centroid-based clustering
algorithm (i.e., k-means) is applied on the new data representation. Like the mechanism of
a traditional auto-encoder, the RNN encoder maps inputs into a new representation space.
The data is projected into a set of feature spaces, using the encoding part, from which a
recurrent decoder reconstructs the original data. Yue et al. [196] adopted an RNN auto-
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encoder to jointly learn embedding latent space behaviors. A clustering-oriented loss is
directly built on the embedded features to cluster assignments. The same architecture was
adopted by Abedin et al. [199] for human activity recognition. The encoder maps a windowed excerpt of a raw multi-channel sensory sequence into a fixed-length representation
as a holistic summary of the input. Once the DAE is pre-trained, a parameterized clustering
network is applied as an extension to the framework to refine the latent space and guide
the network towards yielding clustering-friendly representations.
The seq2seq [207] is an unsupervised encoder–decoder based model able to learn
representations from sequence data, exploiting labels to support the learning process [208].
Two RNNs work together with a unique token, attempting to predict the next state sequence
from the previous one. The seq2seq is used by Kiros et al. [209] to learn the sentence
representations and predict the context sentences of a given sentence. Gan et al. [210]
also used the seq2seq model to predict multiple future sentences. Their experiments
demonstrated the benefits of a task-related representation, where model performance can
be significantly improved by fine-tuning with a downstream classification task. Motivated
by this, Ma et al. [200] proposed deep temporal clustering representation (DTCR), where
the learned representations facilitate the clustering task. The original time-series data is
mapped through an encoder procedure into latent space representations, which are used to
reconstruct the original shape with a decoder part. At the same time, a k-means objective
is embedded into the model, allowing latent features and clustering assignments to be
learned simultaneously.
Section 5 focused on DAE and DCAE and proposed a deep time-series clustering
(DTSC). We were inspired by the results of our proposed method of a deep convolutional
auto-encoder with embedded clustering applied to image datasets. Following a similar
line of thinking, researchers can further adapt the neural architecture advances in deep
clustering in the field of computer vision to satisfy time-series data. However, we argue
that there is no ultimate architecture to DTSC, thus, it is a strong starting point to study
how various architectures could solve a particular DTSC problem.
Most of the previously described methods rely on the capabilities of the encoder, so
the focus is on the auto-encoder architectures. Deep clustering with generative adversarial
networks (GANs) [211] for time-series data is a research direction of interest. To the
best of our knowledge, time-series clustering tasks have not exploited the full power of
GANs, even though they have received attention in the field of computer vision and image
processing. For example, GAN has been adopted for clustering by Mukherjee et al. [212],
who proposed ClusterGAN, a GAN-based image clustering method. They recovered
latent features of image data, exploiting the unconditional GAN to effectively achieve
unsupervised clustering in the latent space. The latent variables from a mixture of encoded
variables (i.e., one-hot encoded vectors) are jointly trained with clustering-specific loss.
Although ClusterGAN has achieved state-of-the-art in the computer vision community, it is
currently under-represented in DTSC works. Furthermore, the original GAN was extended
to model realistic time-series data [213], demonstrating that time-series GAN (TSGAN)
can be a better generator and produce high fidelity and diverse synthetic time-series with
low to limited training data. Benefiting from TSGAN, the utilization of ClusterGAN
could be applied to the DTSC; this could result in promising future work. Additionally,
by integrating the advantages of dense connectivity on the auto-encoder architectures [214],
it becomes possible to extract more efficient features and can improve the DTSC efficiency
while ensuring high accuracy.
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Table 3. Deep Time-series Clustering Methods. RL indicates reconstruction loss.

Categories

DTSC Methods

Year

Architecture

Loss

Clustering Methods

Data Type & Applications

Multi-step

DAN-ECG [182]
RLPC-DCAE [192]
DEC-ECG [187]
CSS-DCAE [191]
STTP-DC [202]
AE-TSC [190]
CA-MTD [193]
TCN-SDF [189]
DM-TSEC [195]
IBS-DC [198]
DPC-DP [197]

2018
2018
2019
2019
2019
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

DAE
DCAE
DCAE
DCAE
CNN
DCAE
DCAE
1D-DCAE
RNN-AE
RNN-AE
RNN-AE

RL
RL
RL
RL
Multi
RL
RL
RL
RL
RL
Multi

Hierarchical
k-means
GMM
k-means
k-means
Kmedoids
k-means
k-means
k-means
k-means
k-means

ECG
Load Forecasting
ECG
Seismology
Traffic Analysis
Energy (Demand Response)
Urban Detection
Operating Machinery
ECG
Animal Motion
Disease Progression

Joint

DTC [186]
DL-CMCPT [184]
C-RBE [183]
STC-TD [185]
IDTC [188]
DETECT [196]
LR-TSC [200]
TC-TCM [201]
DC-HA [199]

2018
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2020
2020

1D-DCAE
DAE
DAE
DAE
DCAE
RNN-AE
S2S-AE
RNN-AE,DCAE
RNN-AE

RL
RL
RL
RL
RL
RL
RL
RL
RL

k-means
GMM
k-means
k-means
k-means
k-means
k-means
k-means
k-means

UCR Archive datasets
Disease Progression
Energy (Demand Response)
Traffic Analysis
Automotive Diagnostic
Mobility Analysis
ECG
Thermal Condition Monitoring
Human Activities

6.2. Different Clustering Methods
Examining the clustering methods utilized in DTSC, the papers surveyed indicate
that the trend is dominated by k-means as a commonly applied partitioning method
of clustering [183,185,186,188,189,191–193,195–202]. The reason for this may be due to
its speed, simplicity and ease of implementation. In [188], soft-dynamic time warping
(SDTW) [215] was used as an alternative similarity measure to k-means, allowing for the
management of dissimilarity evaluation of two time-series of variable length. The SDTW is
a smooth formulation of DTW recently introduced to overcome the computational costs of
DTW [216]. Other partitioning clustering methods can be efficiently applied to DTSC, such
as Richard et al. [190] using a K-medoids algorithm to cluster time-series data on the latent
space due to its simplicity and robustness to outliers.
Although popular conventional clustering methods (i.e., hierarchical, model-based,
and density-based clustering) have achieved efficient clustering results, they have rarely
been used as clustering methods in DTSC frameworks. Driven by the achievements of these
conventional methods, exploring the usefulness of adopting them in DTSC is a suggested
path. This would open another interesting direction for researchers, as the powerful
non-linear transformation would benefit these methods’ performance. For instance, selforganizing maps (SOM) [143] have rarely been used as a clustering algorithm for DTSC.
Embedding SOM into the latent space would allow modeling of the latent space and joint
learning of the latent representations and code vectors of SOM.
6.3. Deep Learning Heuristics
As one of the concrete examples, data augmentation can help a model learn features
that are invariant to transformation and can support learning using the transform invariant
approach to facilitate the job of DTSC in producing a significant performance. We believe
there is considerable research potential in developing specific augmentation techniques for
time-series data, where the temporal aspect of the data can be considered. For instance,
Weber et al.’s learnable warping functions [217] can be leveraged so the network can
learn the optimal warping features by adopting continuous affine and more complex
transformations, which can improve the performance of DTSC.
The use of time-series clustering is due to the lack of labels in such data. Supervision
knowledge dramatically assists the formation of discriminative transformations learned
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by the encoding part of the DCAE, ameliorating the clustering algorithms in the latent
space [158]. Even weak or partial supervision knowledge could significantly improve
the quality of DTSC. Since semi-supervised learning has allowed us to leverage a large
number of unlabeled images efficiently, we assume that DTSC researchers would benefit
from adopting this type of procedure to more efficiently guide a large amount of unlabeled
time-series data toward obtaining more discriminative data partitioning.
6.4. DTSC Applications
Concerning our classification of time-series data in Section 3, DTSC is applied to different
time-series data types from various applications. Multivariate time-series data including
disease progression [184,197], ECG signals [182,187,195], demand response [183,190], load
forecasting [192], pattern changes in temperature [201], and seismic signal [191] made use
of DCAE. Moreover, DTSC provided a great benefit to tensor fields’ data type, including
machines (e.g., engines), which typically consist of a large number of sensors or nodes
that produce vast amounts of data collected over a period of time [188,189]. In time-series
of spatial positions of moving objects, trajectory data presents different places over time,
providing a clear idea of spatio-temporal changes. The DTSC method is applied to cluster
this type of application to understand and recognize the mobility of a range of moving
objects, such as vehicles [185,202] and spacecraft [186], which can lead to path discovery,
movement analysis, and location prediction. Discovering behavioral patterns and finding
interesting events in certain municipalities’ sectors is considered spatial configurations and
distributions. This type of application (i.e., personal mobility behaviors [199] and movement
patterns [193,196], and behaviors of animals [198]) has also benefited from DTSC. Time-series
data pose challenges for real-world applications because of the data acquisition method and
the inherent nature of such data [151]. Based on the aforementioned architectures, methods,
and applications, we believe that it would be possible to enable more application domains
to access the significant gains of DTSC. For instance, a wide range of applications in action
recognition [218] and deep network compression [219–221] can benefit from DTSC. Thus, it
would be of considerable interest to explore how such applications can make use of DTSC
and how its abilities can be improved.
6.5. DTSC Benchmarks
DTSC has been applied to various applications, and we believe it will have an influence on even more application domains in the future, in the same manner as conventional
clustering algorithms. The UCR time-series archive [222] has become the state-of-the-art
repository of time-series data and an essential resource for the time-series data mining
community. The limitation associated with testing time-series clustering algorithms is
studied by [223], utilizing all time-series datasets available in the UCR archive for popular conventional clustering methods (i.e., partitional, hierarchical, and density-based,
discussed in Section 4.2). Beyond presenting new review papers, especially for DTSC, we
believe the generalization of this time-series clustering benchmark to include DTSC methods warrants further study. This can present a useful reference for the research community,
and dataset-level assessment metrics can be used to validate the newly proposed methods.
7. Conclusions
As has been shown, deep clustering of time-series data comes with several challenges
under continual study. This paper has explicitly examined automatic methods, with a
focus on time-series data and machine learning clustering techniques as part of deep
time-series clustering (DTSC). A comprehensive review of time-series data analysis was
provided, focusing on time-series data and several choices of similarity measures and
feature extraction, which significantly influence the quality of analysis techniques. Timeseries clustering faces obstacles and difficulties, such as feature representations at different
time scales, and the potential for distortion by high-frequency perturbations, random
noise in time-series data, and increasing dimensionality. These challenges can make
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the detection of interesting patterns very difficult for traditional clustering algorithms,
but this can be overcome by the adoption of deep learning. We explored the topic of
DTSC for the first time and presented a case study. We applied what we proposed in [2]
to real-world time-series data in the form of the Imperial Cormorant bird dataset (ICBD)
from the Biosciences department at Swansea University. The results were promising,
showing that the latent space encodes sufficient patterns to facilitate accurate clustering
of movement behaviors. Our study has compared DCAE and DCE, and shown that the
clustering performance is efficiently improve by replacing fully-connected layers with
convolutional ones. The clustering algorithm also performs much better compared to the
original space clustering. We subsequently reviewed other recent state-of-the-art methods,
discussed the challenges of DTSC, suggested opportunities and potential future directions
for research, and presented an outlook of the field of DTSC from five important perspectives.
Finally, as deep learning has attained extraordinary achievements in numerous machine
learning fields, especially in computer vision, text mining, speech recognition, and image
segmentation, we believe that there is ample scope for DTSC researchers’ exploration,
as deep learning models have advanced extremely quickly. We hope this paper can act as a
keystone for future research on DTSC.
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